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Russian Students Here

Inscomm Votes New Seat To IFC

The Institute Committee increased its membership by one at its recent meeting, Monday, October 27, when the IFC was given another seat. Arguments in favor of this action stated that a four-to-three dormitory to fraternity ratio of membership on Inscomm was comparable to the living situation, whereas four to two was not. Also, the IFC argued, minorities in their organization would be represented because now each member would get a vote, and the two highest fraternity members was raised in opposition to the measure. Thus, another amendment was passed 10 to 3. Another amendment to include the junior class president was defeated 11 to 1; a third proposal to give the NSRA a second seat was tabbed.

President Jaffe announced that a group of Russian students will visit the Institute, Monday, November 7. Beaver Hoy will host the delegation, giving them a tour of MIT and holding a reception. Anyone interested in meeting these fellows and lunching with them is urged to contact Ira Jaffe in Litchfield Lounge.

Two new appointments were also announced by the executive committee. Jerry Goldman will become the secretary of the Judicial Committee for the remainder of the year. Mark Epstein, upon the recommendation of the president Phil Miller, will serve out the term as secretary-treasurer of the class of '63.

A referendum concerning Junior Rings will be placed on the ballot for Junior Prom and Senior Week committees. If two-thirds of the voters approve and thirty percent of the Undergraduate Association cast ballots, the Class of '62 will set a precedent and receive their rings before Christmas Vacation. A majority of one is more than at the beginning of the second term. This measure is being taken as a result of Inscomm's failure to approve the change. A defeat in this measure stated that the body found the change unnecessary and thought it would take away some of the ring's significance.

Class Presidents Predict Win

The presidents of the classes of '63 and '64, when asked for statements by The Tech, both voiced optimism and emphasized that cooperation throughout the class is the key to victory at Field Day.

Class of '63

"The class of '63 looks forward to a victorious Field Day with the Freshmen going down before the veteran Sophomore class. But we hasten to add that to win we must have a strong Sophomore class."

Phil Miller
President, Class of '63

Class of '64

"Members of the Class of '64 have been working hard for the past three weeks in preparation for Field Day. The class has shown terrific spirit and a great willingness to work. Maximum participation by all is the plan that the Freshmen are confident will bring them victory on Saturday."

William Nelson
President, Class of '64

Field Day, the annual clash between MIT's Freshmen and Sophomore classes, takes palce tomorrow on the Institute athletic fields, starting at 1:00 in the afternoon. The winner of Field Day will be the class which scores over 100 points on the four events, the Platform Race, the Glove Fight, the Tug-of-War, and the Mystery Event.

Platform Race at 1:00
Starting at 1:00 the Platform Race will consist of each class pulling a platform which they constructed themselves out of sections of telephone poles. Aboard the platform will be 12 men and a coed. Twenty points will be given for the decoration of the platform and 35 for winning the race.

Glove Fight at 2:30
Prior to the beginning of the Glove Fight, which begins at 2:30, each participant will receive one glove of his class color. These must be worn on the hand and cannot be secured by any artistic means. Captured gloves will be placed in the barrel of the capturing team which will be situated at one end of the field in a number of wire frames. To enter the circle the participant must have a captured glove. It is emphasized that violence will not be tolerated and that the game must stop if a gunshot is fired. Failure to comply with these rules may result in forfeit of the Glove Fight and the 65 points which it is worth.

Tug-of-War at 1:30
There will be three parts to the 45 point Tug-of-War. The first part will start at 1:30, will be unlimited, and only team members will participate. After the limited Tag will be held; 25 men from each class will take part in this. Following the limited, the coed contest will be staged. Each team of 12 will select their coed. In each class each will be pulling then.

During the Glove Fight and the Tug-of-War, the participants must wear either rubber speakers or be in bare feet. Marshalls shall be posted to ensure compliance with these rules. Announcements for the Mystery Event will be given out two hours before the activities begin.

Errors in Directory

The Tech would like to point out some errors made in the listing of telephone numbers in the recently published APO Telephone Directory. The Tech has two outside phones: TR 6-5855 and TR 6-8468. The publisher's Institute extension is 2731 and not as listed by the directory. This number has no connection to the East Campus telephone system.

Next Issue On Thurs.

Next week's issue of The Tech will go on sale Thursday, November 10, due to the veterans' holiday next Friday. For this reason all news and announcements for publication should be in to this paper's Walker office by Tuesday night, which will be makeup night.
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Twelve automatic control experts from MIT attended an Automatic Control conference in Russia this summer.

The roof of Kresge Auditorium weighs 1500 tons.
Language Program Is Expanded At MIT

In a cooperative effort, the Department of Humanities and the Department of Electrical Engineering are joining forces to introduce more training in foreign languages to students at MIT.

Choosing French because it is "MIT. Foreign languages to students at Department offers four subjects to attend. Africanophiles are cordially invited.

In high school, the Humanities Department have some idea of the number of students likely to take these special subjects. Students who are interested should discuss it with their Freshman Advisors, and then report to Electrical Engineering Headquarters, 4-202, by December 15, 1960.

AFRICANOPHILES

The Rev. James H. Robinson, director and founder of Operation Crossroads Africa, will be at the International Student Center, 33 Garden Street, Cambridge, on Saturday, November 5, at 4 P.M., to meet those interested in joining Crossroads for the 1961 summer project in West and East Africa. MIT students are urged to attend. Africanophiles are cordially invited.

Africanophiles are cordially invited.

MIT students to wear our tuxedos at all your proms. Brookline Formal Wear, 392 Harvard Street, Brookline — AS 7-1312.

SQUASH RACKETS

All Makes — All Prices

TENNIS & SQUASH SHOP

67A Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge

(Opp. Lowell House)

TR 6-5417

RCA

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

RCA will interview on campus

November 16 and 17

B.S. and M.S. candidates

in Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering
and Physics for
Design and Development
Specialized Training Program,
Direct Assignment,
Graduate Study Program

See your placement officer now to arrange an interview with the RCA representative.

M. A. GREENHILL presents

THEODORE

BIKEL

Elisha Recording Artist
SYMPHONY HALL
Sun., Nov. 20
8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $3.50, $2.80, $2.20.
Call UHA 6-4210

RCA CORP. OF AMERICA

ROX 21 + LEWISTON 73
MASSACHUSETTS
Krips disappointing at Symphony

The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, under its guest conductor Josef Krips, met with an enthusiasts reception from the large audience at Symphony Hall last Thursday, October 27. Considerable renown had preceded both the orchestra and its conductor, and one waited with great interest to see if such expectations would be fulfilled.

Krips opened with the well-known Beethoven Leonore No. 3 Overture, an inspired musical synopsis of the Opera Fidelio. Krips' rendition was sensitive and intelligent, but lacking in drama. The strings and winds of the orchestra soon revealed themselves to be of high caliber, but the horns were surprisingly tentative and even shaky. Perhaps the most novel moment of this performance was the off-stage trumpet's solo of "Hatikvoh", the Israeli National Anthem, played at full volume, barely audible.

In passing, it is fairly safe to say that we need HELP! — The originator of MAD magazine has done it again — only this time for college students! He's created a hilarious new magazine called HELP! Want to see how funny an adult satire mag can be? Send 50¢ to HELP!, Dept. H, Box 6573, Philadelphia, Pa.
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In the "Monkey Trial", a Tennessee schoolteacher was brought to court by religious Fundamentalists for teaching the children of evolution in violation of a state law. William Jennings Bryan was prosecutor for the Fundamentalists, and Clarence Darrow was attorney for the defense. As the authors of the Broadway play and cinematographer Kramer realized, the real issue was not the conflict between science and religion, but rather, the question of academic freedom for public school teachers.

In the film the answer is obvious. The "defenders of the faith" are characterized as sick, while the "martyrs of science" are depicted as knights in shining armor. Frederick March gives an academy-award-deserving portrayal of prosecutor Matthew Harrison Brady as a senile windbag who refuses to believe that his glory is a thing of the past. The townspeople are delineated as a mob of self-seeking, ignorant, bigots led by a sadistically fanatic minister who is well played by Claude Akins. In contrast, Spencer Tracy rises from his usual mediocrity to competence; he is pleasingly avuncular as gifted, dedicated criminal lawyer, Henry Drummond, who would rather see right triumph than achieve personal acclaim. Dick York, too, does well as Bert Cates, the homespun young schoolmaster who "just wants his pupils to learn the truth".

Unfortunately, life is not that simple. The fundamentalists' refusal to allow the teaching of a valid scientific doctrine, because it conflicted with their religious beliefs, was a constitutional crime. But, a free-school teacher is a public servant and must teach what it feels the next generation must know to preserve the society. It will also forbid the dissemination, in its schools, of ideas which, it feels dangerous to its existence. There was however, no law, in Tennessee, preventing a refusal to allow the teaching of a valid scientific doctrine, because it conflicted with their religious beliefs, was a constitutional crime. But, a free-school teacher is a public servant and must teach what it feels the next generation must know to preserve the society. It will also forbid the dissemination, in its schools, of ideas which, it feels dangerous to its existence. 
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The Tech
Too Big A Step

A rather radical proposal has been under much discussion in recent weeks, one which we would like to see slighted right now.

The general question is one of the respective roles of intramural and varsity athletics here at MIT. The proposal of which we speak would bar all those participating in varsity athletics from intramural sports during the season of competition.

We cannot deny that an intramural contender is running a real risk of being injured. However, the time factor — namely that varsity players who are not spending time being channeled toward better instruction — we think deserves the best possible; we aren’t getting it.

The student has a certain responsibility to his community. This is an important project he is directing. He has had and is fortunate to have some fine teachers. I am grateful to him and his class for the help they have given me. He is a gentleman in the classroom, and I think we deserve the best possible; we aren’t getting it.

You can never have too much discussion of this matter. The statistics presented in both editorials of the October 21, 1960 issue of “The Tech.” The ideas presented in both editorials are fairly common, and I wish particularly to commend the faculty of the MIT to decide whether or not he wishes to participate in intramural athletics. This is an important problem which the modern university must solve. However, to use this situation as an excuse for isolating the teacher from his students is not acceptable. In my opinion, he must be willing to spend extra time and effort to get his ideas across and who really wants to realize MIT — More Intelligent Training.

To feel that rising tuition costs are not bringing an increasing level of teaching standards. Our tuition inflation still leaves a noticeable effect on the teaching recession. I really want to realize MIT — More Intelligent Training.

I feel prompted to write you this brief note in praise of your editorials of the October 21, 1960 issue of “The Tech.” The ideas presented in both editorials are fairly common, and I wish particularly to commend the faculty of the MIT to decide whether or not he wishes to participate in intramural athletics.

During my years at MIT, I have observed the evolution of the doctrine that effective teaching requires that the teacher has continuous association with creative work in his field. This is particularly so in professions like engineering, where the pace of change is very rapid. Many of us have seen entire professional fields completely transformed by new knowledge in the course of a decade.

We only need to go back a generation or so to find, even at MIT, a system where this doctrine was unknown or disregarded. Much of the evolution at MIT in the last decades has been brought about by bringing the professional teacher closer to the system, and even at MIT there are teachers (fortunately very few) who use their position on the faculty as operators to their own advantage.

The Tech is entered as second class matter at the post office. Published every Friday during the college year, except college holidays.

Charles Muni, '62 — Managing Editor

Henry McCull, '62 — Assistant Managing Editor

Howard Kirchberg — Circulation Manager

Joseph Harlan — Sports Editor

John Scott — Associate News Editor

Mary Ann Johnson — Business Manager

John Barnard — Sports Editor

Robert Tiffany — Advertising Manager

Unsigned editorials appearing in THE TECH constitute the opinion of the newspaper’s Board of Directors, and not that of MIT. The paper welcomes letters from readers; space permits, they will be printed in part, if deemed by the editor as of interest or benefit to the community. Brevity increases the chance of publication.


THE PARTY WEEKEND: ITS CAUSE AND CURE

With the season of party weekends almost upon us, my mail of late has been flooded with queries from young inmates of women’s colleges wishing to know how one conducts one’s self when one has invited a young gentleman for a weekend, so let us today take up this burning issue.
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THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 32—ONE IS CUSTOM-FITTED FOR YOU!

The annual team-of-four championship at the MIT Bridge club was won this year by Dick Caldwell, Bart Yohn, Terry Welch, and Jim Chalfonte. I opened the singleton club against Yohn's 3NT contract. He won East's 10 with the A and led the diamond 8, successfully finessing the board's 9. The spade 4 was then led and South's 10 lost to my J. I exited with a small diamond to the board's 3. At this point the correct lead from dummy is a spade, but Yohn, mistakenly thinking that he might not be able to return to the board to cash the AK of diamonds, ran them prematurely, discarding a spade and a heart. He then led dummy's 5 of spades, and when Ross discarded a club he let me win the trick with the 9. I led the 8 of hearts and East mistakenly played the 9, letting declarer win the trick with the jack and make the contract. If East goes up with the Q and leads a club, declarer must still lose the spade K and the heart A for a one-trick set.

At the other table Dave Wakeman, sitting North, opened the bidding with INT (which in the Sheinwald-Kaplan bidding system shows a balanced hand with 12-14 points). Terry Welch overcalled 2 clubs and Harry Elliott wisely doubled. All passed.

The diamond 8 was opened to Wakeman's 9 and a heart returned to declarer's queen. Welch led the singleton spade and Elliott took his ace, returning another diamond to North's J. Wakeman then cashed the K of diamonds as South discarded a heart. The A of diamonds was then ruffed by West and overruffed by South. Instead of cashing AK of clubs at this point, South mistakenly exited with the heart J to Welch's A. Lacking safe exits when he was thrown into the lead with the high clubs, Elliott was forced to lead a spade to the board's king on which declarer pitched a losing heart and therefore held his losses to a 2-trick, 300-point set, beating the 400-point loss East-West suffered at this point.

The Esterbrook Classic fountain pen! It works magic with ink! Makes writing smoother many colors as you'd find in an Arabian Street Scene... six in all! Put magic in your hand—always wanted to write!

Choose from as many colors as you'd find in an Arabian Street Scene... six in all! Put magic in your hand-writing... with an Esterbrook Classic fountain pen!
Season Finale Tuesday

Soccer Team Divides Two Games

The varsity soccer team tied its last season's record in the win-loss column when it downed Coast Guard, 3-1, here Saturday and fell before a seasoned Dartmouth eleven, 4-1, Tuesday.

Center-forward James Tang, '63, scored twice against Coast Guard, both times with an assist from left-wing Cord Ohlenbush, '62. The goals were crisply cutters to the corner of the net. Tech's third goal came in the third quarter on a free kick by captain Arturo Marques, '61.

Tech's play was characterized by successful attempts on the part of coach Charles Batterman to switch players from their normal positions and to play the defense in close support of the forward line.

Coast Guard's lone score came late in the third quarter. Sharp reflexes on the part of the losers' goalie kept the Techmen from scoring further.

The Dartmouth squad out-hustled the MIP booters in a game which showed that practice in playing in unfavorable weather is important. Playing on muddy, water-patched foreign territory, the Beavers proved no match for the Dartmouth team. Tang scored Tech's only goal in the first half.

Tech's varsity and freshmen are at Army today. Tuesday they will play at Boston University.

Son Of A Noted Tech Fencer Paces Amateur Tryouts

Three sophomore members of the varsity fencing team, the son of a former Olympian and Tech coach, paced the Class C New England Amateur Fencing League tryouts held here recently.

Bob Levis, '63, Barry Rosof, '63, and David Snow, '63, finished first, second and fourth respectively. All are expected to be among the top members of coach Silvio Vitale's squad when the international competition begins this winter.

Levis is the son of the captain of the 1936 U.S. Olympic Fencing team, Joseph L. Levis. In those games the elder Levis, an MIT graduate with the class of 1926, placed second. No other American scored in Olympic fencing competition until this year's games in Rome, when an American placed third.

The Olympic runner-up was also a six-time U.S. National Foils champion. He coached fencing at MIT shortly after World War II. The present coach, Vitale, is also a fencing veteran.

Harrers End Regular Season; New England Meet Is Monday

Traveling to Middletown, Connecticut last Saturday, the varsity harriers were downed by Wesleyan 18-41, while the freshmen absorbed a similar fate, 20-36.

Next Monday the hill and daleurs will face the powerful Connecticut club again, along with all the other teams they have met this season, in the annual New England Championships at Franklin Park in Dorchester. The top seven men from each squad will compete.

Prominent Recording Folk Singing Trio in Preparation for a National Concert and College Tour Is Looking for a Young Man to Replace One of Its Members.

Please phone immediately

UN 8-7600 Ext. 2668

$2.85 Gets $5,000

Yes, a man age 30 can get $5,000 of Savings Bank Life 5-Year Renewable Term Insurance for only $2.85 monthly. For age 20 it's $2.25; 25, $2.50; 35, $3.45; 40, $4.35. Annual dividends reduce these costs even more! Ask for folder giving rates at your age.

CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
(Right in Central Sq.)
Cambridge, Mass.
Phone UN 4-8271

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE

POSITIONS OPEN IN THE FIELD
OF SUBMARINE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

A REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE AT M.I.T. ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9 TO INTERVIEW FOR THESE CAREER CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS.

OPENINGS IN:

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
MARINE ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS
WELDING ENGINEERING
Sailors Bow In Two Regattas

In a rather dismal weekend of sailing, the MIT sailors failed to produce a winner in either of two events. A third event, at Brown, the Jack Wood Trophy, named for MIT's coach, was canceled due to heavy weather.

Lose Hoyt Trophy Match

In Sunday's sailing also at Brown, eight schools contested the C. Sherman Hoyt Memorial Trophy. After four races, the Tech Sailors were only two points out of first place, but then the situation went rapidly downhill. Mike Lifschitz, '63, lost a mast in one race, and capsized in the next. The local team eventually finished sixth in the field.

Navy, Purdue Here

One of the biggest regattas of the Fall sailing season will be held at MIT this Saturday and Sunday, for the Irwin H. Schell Invitational Regatta. Expected entries are Navy, Cornell, Purdue, and perhaps Tulane and Toronto. Possible starters are Jerry Milgrom, '61, Ken Klare, '63, Pete Gray, '61, or Don Nelson, '61. Two will be named by starting time.

Due to this match, all general sailing has been canceled for the weekend.

How They Did

Soccer
MIT 3 Coast Guard 1
Dartmouth 4 MIT 1
MIT (F) 2 Belmont 0
Exeter 7 MIT (F) 0
Cross Country
Wesleyan 18 MIT 41
Welesyan 20 MIT (F) 36

Farco Scooters Inc.
Sales and Service
Specialized Service
On All Makes
Scooter Storage
235 Watertown St.
Newton 58, Mass.

Dissertation Information
The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., New York and Albany, N.Y.
AND I REALLY LIKE SCHAEFER BEER

People who like Schaefer can't keep it under their hats for long... because Schaefer delivers first-beer pleasure every beer through. Always make it Schaefer all around!

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y.

Mister... you're going to wear that shave all day!

START WITH THIS NEW FORMULA BEFORE-SHAVE LOTION, stop 4 o'clock stubble trouble! You can shave blade-close, all-day clean, without "tenderizing" your face, when you use Pro-Electric Before Shave Lotion. It contains ISOPHYT® to give your shave extra glide power—refreshes you with that brisk, bracing Old Spice scent. 1.00 no federal tax.

Make Your Selection of Old Spice AT The Technology Store

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

A SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT REPRESENTATIVE IS COMING IN PERSON TO TELL YOU HOW TO HITCH YOUR ENGINEERING FUTURE TO A HELICOPTER-

Please make an appointment through your College Placement Office for an Interview! THURS. and FRI.

NOVEMBER 17 and 18